Removals to Spain

Universal Removals provides Removals to Spain our Removal Services cover every area, wherever you’re moving
to Spain, from Barcelona to Cadiz. We also arrange removals to and from Gibraltar and also to and from Spain from
France and Portugal or from Spain to any International destination Our standard Spanish removals service is a full Pack
& Wrap Removal Service but we can also provide you with a more economical Man and Van service if required.

Weekly Departures
Removals to Spain: we can arrange removals to Spain to any area of Mainland Spain, including Alicante, Barcelona,
Cadiz, Costa Almeria, Costa Blanca, Costa de la Luz, Costa Del Sol, Madrid, Malaga, Marbella and Valencia. We can
also manage your removals to Spain if you are moving to Gibraltar. We can arrange shipping to Spain for your personal
effects and furniture, as well as arranging import of cars, motorcycles, boats and caravans. We can also organise a pet
transportation service to or from England from Spain.

Service
We have an expert removals team with many years of experience of arranging removals to Spain. We can pack all your
personal effects and are especially experienced in wrapping and packing delicate items like china, crockery, glassware,
chandeliers and pianos. When you move within Europe we protect your furniture with specialist removals blankets; if you
are moving worldwide we wrap all furniture in Santal Bubble Wrap for additional protection (this can be used for
European removals on request).
We will always handle your personal effects and furniture with the utmost care. We pride ourselves on our excellent
customer service and on delivering on time wherever you are moving to.

Worldwide Removals Service from Spain
Since 2007 Universal Removals has offered both full and part load international removals to Spain, as well as any other
Mainland Europe destinations and the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Dedicated full load containers come in
two sizes - 40 foot and 20 foot. We can also offer smaller shipments in 7 cubic meter units which can be used for excess
baggage. As an example, a 40 foot container could ship 30 cubic meters of personal effects/furniture plus one car.

http://www.universalremovals.com
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